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Welcome. 

This Real Estate Newsletter is issued following a period of national crisis and great uncertainty, at a juncture where the population finally 

sits on the cusp of relaxation of social distancing restrictions. Hopefully, the latter will encourage vitality across the market as a whole, 

and particularly within those sectors that have suffered heavily as a result of lockdown.  Setting aside the buoyant residential market, real 

estate has, contrary to expectations and many predictions, held up reasonably well during the past 15 months, however certain sectors 

have certainly experienced unprecedented challenges. 

Notwithstanding the impact of the pandemic upon those involved in the licenced trade, our Leisure Team has concluded several 

significant deals over the last 6 months including the acquisition of the long established Sir John Fitzgerald pub chain by the Ladhar 

Group.  The team has also been pleased to welcome Darlington Football Club to their growing number of sporting, rural and leisure 

clients.

Over the next few months, the property sector will see the tapering and conclusion of the stamp duty holiday incentive.  Time will tell 

how the real estate sector navigates a path forward and out of the pandemic over the months to come, as furlough ends and businesses 

face up to realities, with less government intervention.  It will be interesting to observe what further initiatives and economic incentives 

may follow.  Non-payment of rent is likely to come into sharp focus for many, whilst commercial entities recalibrate with the continued 

possibility of trading difficulties in the post-pandemic world. In this Newsletter,  we look at the options open to landlords in relation to rent 

arrears.

Amongst other current topics we touch on changes to Affordable Housing provisions and separately scrutinise the potential implications 

for leasehold repairing obligations where asbestos is present.

For the Real Estate team at Sintons, business continues, as usual and we look forward to continuing to work with and support our clients 

and even perhaps meeting some of them in person as the world returns to “normal”.

Best wishes,

Mark Dobbin, Head of Real Estate.

realestate@sintons.co.uk sintons.co.uk 0191 226 7878 @Sintonsreal
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The recent majority ruling of the Court of Appeal in the case 

of Trecarrell House Ltd v Rouncefield is a welcome decision for 

landlords.

The Gas Safety Regulations 1998 impose obligations on residential 

landlords to manage the risks associated with gas appliances. In 

the case of Trecarrell House Ltd v Rouncefield, the Court of Appeal 

was asked to consider the relationship between the Gas Safety 

Regulations 1998, and s.21 of the Housing Act 1988. S.21 provides 

landlords with a no-fault ground for possession against an assured 

shorthold tenant, if the landlord is in breach of a requirement 

contained in s.21A. One of the requirements referred to in s.21A 

is reg.36(6) of the Gas Safety Regulations 1998. Regulation 36(6) 

operates to ensure a landlord has provided a current gas safety 

certificate to a tenant prior to occupation (36(6)(b)). The landlord 

should also provide a copy of any subsequent certificate to the 

tenant within 28 days of inspection (36(6)(a)).

Trecarrell House Ltd v Rouncefield concerned an assured shorthold 

tenancy, granted to Rouncefield, the tenant, in February 2017. 

Upon the commencement of the tenancy, Ms Rouncefield was not 

provided with a gas safety certificate by her landlord, Trecarrell 

House Ltd. In November 2017, she was provided with the relevant 

certificate, which was dated January 2017. In May 2018, Ms 

Rouncefield was served notice under s.21, and Trecarrell House 

issued possession proceedings. The Tenant defended this notice 

on the basis that she had not been provided with a gas safety 

certificate prior to taking occupation. Ms Rouncefield claimed this 

left the landlord in breach of regulation 36, thus unable to serve 

notice on the basis of s.21.  The Deputy District Judge dismissed Ms 

Rouncefield’s defence and granted the possession order. However 

on appeal, the Circuit Judge allowed the defence, on the basis that 

the landlord could not remedy the failure to provide the gas safety 

certificate before occupation.

When the matter progressed to the Court of Appeal, the Court 

concluded that the Landlord’s late compliance to provide the 

Tenant with a copy of the most recent gas safety certificate, 

pursuant to reg.36(6)(b)) was not sufficient to prevent the Landlord 

from providing the Tenant with s.21 notice. The Court held that the 

correct interpretation of the relationship between the Regulations 

and s.21A was that the time period for presenting a tenant with 

a certificate contained within reg.36(6)(a-b) did not apply. So 

long as a landlord has served a copy of the most recent gas 

safety certificate on the tenant before they serve the s.21 notice, 

possession proceedings can go ahead.

The Court of Appeal also issued an additional reminder to landlords 

regarding the importance of providing tenants with a copy of the 

most recent gas safety certificate before occupation, or within 28 

days of inspection. A landlord’s failure to fulfil their obligations 

under the Gas Safety Regulations 1998 is a criminal offence. 

However, given the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic which may 

have caused a delay in gas safety tests going ahead, the Court’s 

decision in Trecarrell House v Rouncefield will likely provide some 

relief for landlords.

Gas safety certificates 
and eviction
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In the recent case of Pullman Foods Ltd v The Welsh Ministers and 

another [2020], the High Court was asked to consider whether a 

tenant’s failure to remove asbestos-containing materials from a site 

amounted to a breach of the yield up covenant contained within 

the lease.

Most commercial leases will impose an obligation on the tenant 

to keep and return a property in good repair and condition, often 

to the satisfaction of the landlord. Pullman Foods was the tenant 

of a piece of land at Swansea Dock, and built a number of cold 

storage buildings on the premises during the early 1970s. In 2013, 

the Welsh Ministers, who held the reversion of the lease, served a 

s.25 Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 notice on Pullman to terminate 

the lease. Pullman did not seek a new tenancy and vacated the 

premises in 2015. 

As Pullman vacated without demolishing the buildings, two 

successive licences were granted to BFS, Pullman’s parent company, 

to enter the premises in order to remove the cold storage 

buildings. However, asbestos-containing materials had been used 

during the construction of the buildings in the 1970s. Upon their 

demolition, adequate precautions were not taken regarding safe 

disposal of the asbestos-containing materials, which resulted in the 

land subject to the lease becoming heavily contaminated.

In 2019, Pullman began proceedings against Welsh Ministers, 

claiming compensation stemming from the termination of their 

tenancy in accordance with s.37 of the 1954 Act. Welsh Ministers 

did not object to this, however did raise a counterclaim regarding 

Pullman’s failure to fulfil their obligation under the yield up 

covenant, and BFS’ breach of licence.

The yield up covenant in the lease required Pullman to return the 

site ‘in good and substantial repair and condition to the satisfaction 

of the landlord’. The High Court found that use of the word 

‘condition’ imposes an obligation on the lessee which goes beyond 

strict repair. Although the Court stated that Welsh Ministers did not 

have absolute discretion to decide the standard which met good 

condition, they did confirm that they had the freedom to form their 

own judgement so long as it was reasonably held. Pullman’s failure 

to safely remove the buildings directly resulted in contamination of 

the land, meaning the site was not returned in a condition which 

could reasonably be considered in ‘good and substantial repair’.

The Court found Pullman to be in breach of covenant, in that 

they did not return the property in good condition by failing to 

demolish the buildings. BFS were also held to be in breach of 

licence, as although there was no express obligation to comply 

with the covenant in the lease, it had failed to remove building 

remains containing asbestos. They had also failed to inform 

Welsh Ministers of the presence of contaminated material. BFS 

were deemed responsible to the Welsh Government for the full 

costs of remediation, whilst Pullman was liable for damages as a 

consequence of breaching the yield up covenant contained within 

the lease.

This case highlights the importance of due diligence regarding 

remediation. Tenants should ensure that they understand their 

obligations contained within the lease, in order to be able to 

comply with yield up covenants. Such obligations may require 

significantly more action and repairs than anticipated. The Court 

did also note that even if the asbestos had been present before the 

grant of the lease, the yield up covenant would still apply. 

This demonstrates the importance of undertaking environmental 

due diligence, to identify contamination and hazardous building 

materials before entering into a lease. No doubt, this will provide a 

tenant with the opportunity to consider their obligations, in order 

to protect themselves from costly remediation works when exiting 

a lease.
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Leisure company 
acquisition completed 
by Sintons

A North East leisure group is under new ownership after being sold 

to a fellow family-owned operator in one of the biggest deals in the 

region’s sector during 2020.

Sir John Fitzgerald has been purchased by Ladhar Group, after it 

was put on the market earlier in the autumn.

The landmark deal was completed by Sintons, the longstanding 

advisors to the Ladhar Group, and ensures Sir John Fitzgerald’s 

North East heritage and ownership remain firmly in the city.

The group was formed in Newcastle in the 1850s when a young 

John Fitzgerald moved from Tipperary in Ireland to settle in 

Newcastle.

By 1900, he owned several bars in the city, but well as founding the 

pub chain, he was known for his philanthropy. Having served as 

Sherrif, Alderman and Newcastle’s Lord Mayor in 1914-15, he was 

later knighted for his services to the city.

Since the early 1970s the company has been run by his great 

grandson David Horgan.

The Ladhar Group, which works across the care, property and 

leisure sectors, was built by brothers Amarjit and Baldev Ladhar 

and is now run by their sons Barry and Michael, with its substantial 

leisure portfolio already including the likes of city centre go-to 

venues Pleased To Meet You, Redhouse and Lady Greys.

Through its acquisition, it adds popular venues across the region to 

its portfolio, including Crown Posada and Bacchus in Newcastle, 29 

Bar and Kitchen in Tynemouth, The Manor House in Stockton, The 

Ridley Arms in Morpeth, Twin Farms in Kenton Bank Foot and The 

Pavilion in Backworth.

Barry Ladhar, director of Crafted Projects, which will incorporate 

the Fitzgerald pubs, said: “We are absolutely delighted to own one 

of the city’s most iconic companies and to be able to keep it in our 

home city.

“The Fitzgerald family has given so much to Newcastle and we are 

both thankful and proud to have been entrusted with taking on 

the pub estate which has built up such a superb and well-deserved 

reputation.

“We don’t need to tell anyone how difficult 2020 has been but 

we are very positive about the future. We are seeing tremendous 

investment in Newcastle and we want to continue to play a big 

part in that.

“The purchase of Sir John Fitzgerald fits in with our ambitions to 

ensure the hospitality sector and night-time economy of Newcastle 

will once again thrive when the pandemic passes.

“We recognise the importance of the generational family ties to the 

business and its development, which mirror our own experiences. 

We are delighted to be able to continue the family ethos that runs 

throughout the Sir John Fitzgerald group.

“Sir John Fitzgerald has not stood still over the last 125 years; it has 

retained historic character pubs whilst developing new, modern 

pubs and restaurants – as we have. The opportunity for synergy 

between our respective estates is an exciting one, and one we 

intend wholeheartedly to embrace.

“We believe our proven track record; our ability to combine the 

historic with the new; our emphasis, like SJF, on quality; our local, 

family base; places us, perhaps uniquely, in an ideal position to 

move the combined businesses forward for the future generations 

of patrons.”

Christopher Welch, managing partner and corporate lawyer at 

Sintons, and real estate partner Alok Loomba completed the 

deal on behalf of their client Ladhar Group, with support from 

colleagues across the firm.

Jane Meikle, head of banking, and corporate partner Adrian Dye also worked on the transaction, alongside specialists in Sintons’ 

employment team.

“This is a hugely significant deal for the North East’s leisure sector and one which unites two highly-esteemed, family-owned operators 

into one ambitious group, which is well placed to take advantage of the opportunities that lie ahead, post pandemic,” says Christopher.

“We have supported our client with their ongoing expansion for many years, and we are delighted to have completed this deal on their 

behalf, which is undoubtedly one of the biggest leisure transactions of 2020 for the region.
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A leisure entrepreneur is making significant investment in his latest 

North East acquisition, remaining confident in its future despite the 

current crisis in the hospitality sector.

David Whitehead has added The Woodmans Arms, in Whickham, 

to his portfolio, an award-winning pub and restaurant said to serve 

some of the best pies in Britain.

He is now investing in its future by building a dedicated wedding 

venue on site, alongside five executive rooms, in preparation for 

the return of business after COVID-19 restrictions are eased.

While David, who also owns The Jolly Fisherman in Craster and 

Rosie’s Bar in central Newcastle, concedes it is “probably not ideal 

timing” to purchase a leisure venue – as all non-takeaway venues 

across England prepare to be shut down until December 2 at the 

earliest under the new national lockdown – he remains confident 

in its future.

“The Woodmans Arms has a long track record of success and it’s a 

great venue, so I’m really pleased to have been able to complete 

the purchase,” he says.

“These are very uncertain times and I must confess to thinking 

long and hard about whether to proceed, but it remains a strong 

investment so I decided to take the plunge. I’m really confident 

going forward and we have some great plans with the new 

wedding venue and the new rooms. There is a lot of potential here 

for the future.

“This is a very tough year but it isn’t going to last forever. People 

will always want to go out to eat and drink, people will always 

get married and there’s no way weddings are always going to be 

restricted to 15 guests. We are preparing and investing now for 

when that business comes back.”

David was supported with his latest acquisition by law firm Sintons, 

with his longstanding advisors Christopher Welch and Mark 

Dobbin completing the purchase.

“David is a very ambitious entrepreneur who quickly identifies 

the potential in an opportunity and goes for it. Purchasing and 

investing in a new acquisition is a brave step to take in any climate, 

but particularly in such turbulent times as these, during which the 

leisure sector is suffering so much,” says Christopher, managing 

partner of Sintons.

“The Woodmans Arms has a strong and established reputation 

and David is investing now to build that even further, creating 

a premium wedding venue and suite of rooms which will look 

forward to welcoming guests as soon as it is safe and permitted to 

do so.

Mark Dobbin, head of real estate, added: “We are very pleased to 

have supported David again in building his portfolio and wish 

him and the team every success with the ongoing progress of The 

Woodmans Arms.”
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Law firm Sintons has been appointed as legal advisor to Darlington 

Football Club.

Specialists at Sintons will support the continuing progress of the 

club by advising on a host of legal matters, including property, and 

will work closely with Darlington FC’s board.

The law firm has built a strong relationship with David Johnston, 

the club’s chairman and chief executive, and his team, and will work 

alongside them to help plan the future of Darlington FC.

The club, which plays in the Vanarama National League North, 

secured one of the shocks of the FA Cup First Round by beating 

Swindon 2-1, a team from League One – three divisions above 

Darlington.

The victory is another highlight for Darlington, which continues to 

rebuild after being rescued by fan ownership eight years ago. Since 

that time, over £1 million has been raised by fan owners, with the 

club securing three promotions and a move back to the town into 

the redeveloped Blackwell Meadows stadium.

Darlington FC continues to be majority-owned by the Darlington 

FC Supporters Group, with David Johnston taking an equity stake 

earlier last year.

Ongoing investment in its future includes the launch of the 

Darlington FC Academy, comprising over 200 children, and the 

formation of the independent Darlington FC Foundation.

Tom Wills, real estate partner at Sintons, says: “We’re delighted to 

be working with Darlington Football Club, and have been really 

impressed by David and the team. They are very ambitious with 

a bold vision for the future of the club, both in terms of its role on 

the football pitch and in the community, and it’s great to be able to 

support them with this.

“We look forward to working with them in continuing to realise the 

potential of the club, and we’ll support them every step of the way.” 

Trust 
Sintons

Darlington FC 
appoints Sintons as 
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After the Government’s consultation last year on securing an 

affordable housing product that will make it easier for first time 

buyers and key workers to step on to the property ladder its 

housing initiative ‘First Homes’ ‘was introduced for registered 

providers on 28 June 2021. 

The intention behind the change is to facilitate, subject to being 

able to satisfy the eligibility criteria, individuals being able to 

acquire a dwelling locally and at an affordable price. A pilot scheme 

has been operating in Bolsover and the market information is that 

demand is likely to be high, with properties being snapped up 

quickly by eligible purchasers. 

The ‘First Home’ scheme requires the allocated dwellings to be 

sold with, at least, a 30% discount on the open market value. That 

will last in perpetuity; it will bind subsequent buyers who will also 

receive the same % discount. This indicates that the Government 

has learnt from the lessons of the past where affordable housing 

stock has been substantially diminished under ‘right to buy’, 

without any obligation to pass the discount forward on future 

sales. 

The discount level can be increased by a local planning authority, 

under the local plan process, up to a discount of 40% or 50% That 

would be based on need and viability, which may occur in more 

expensive areas. The percentage can also be reduced,  if there is 

appropriate justification.

The changes are to be incorporated in the National Planning Policy 

Framework and will require at least 25% of all affordable housing 

to be ‘First Homes’, with the Government’s preference being that 

the next 25% will be social rented units. That will only leave the 

remaining balance for other affordable home ownership types. 

The impact of this change has yet to be seen but the concern is 

that with the number of properties available for other types of 

affordable housing registered providers may struggle to increase 

its housing stock from new build developments, as part of the 

affordable housing allocation. 

The initial targets that have been set are to achieve 1,500 First 

Homes in 2021, with around 10,000 being the end goal. 

In terms of the end purchaser there is eligibility criteria which 

includes being a first time buyer (that excludes those who have 

inherited properties) and having a combined income below 

£80,000, increasing to £90,0000 in London. The scheme will not 

apply to all dwellings; there is to be a price cap. Properties over 

£250,000 (increasing to £420,00 in Greater London) after the 

discount has been applied will not be included. 

The position on local connection is not clear. The likelihood is that 

the criteria will be established by each local planning authority, 

as it the case at present. The Government’s preference is to have 

consistency across the country in delivering First Homes, as part 

of section 106 planning agreements. However, that may take 

some time to achieve as there is likely to a wide disparity in local 

connection requirements across the regions, particularly in areas of 

high tourism and holiday homes. 

This is certainly a marked change to affordable housing but there 

is still time to take a step back and consider the position. The 

initiative won’t apply to sites that already have planning approval 

or a decision is likely to be granted before 28 December 2021 nor 

sites where there has already been significant pre-application 

engagement. For those the transitional period is until 26 March 

2022.
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The Coronavirus Act 2020 has imposed significant restrictions 

on landlords’ remedies for recovery of outstanding rents. Since 

26 March 2020 any forfeiture of most business tenancies by 

proceedings or by peaceable re-entry on the grounds of non-

payment of any sums due under the lease has been suspended. 

Consequently landlords have been unable to exercise a right to 

forfeit a lease based on non-payment of rent since 26 March 2020.   

It seemed that the road to recovery of these outstanding sums 

including rent arrears could be in sight with the restraint imposed 

by the Coronavirus Act 2020 being due to expire on 30 June 2021. 

However on 16 June 2021 the Government announced that it 

intends to extend the restrictions on rent-related forfeiture of 

business tenancies by 9 months to next year’s March quarter date, 

25 March 2022. Although the statutory instrument extending the 

restrictions to 25 March 2022 could be negated by a vote in either 

House of Parliament, it seems unlikely.    

In addition the Government intends to introduce an entirely 

new Act of Parliament to deal with the accrued rent arrears of 

businesses which had to shut during the pandemic. The new Act of 

Parliament will force landlords to waive some of the total amount 

or agree long-term repayment plans with their tenants. In default 

of such agreement it is intended that the new legislation will 

provide a binding arbitration process so that landlords and tenants 

can reach a formal agreement in relation to the rent arrears.      

We will have to watch this space and await the detail of the draft 

Bill in order to fully understand the effect of these proposals on the 

recovery of rent arrears. 

As the suspension only applies to forfeitures based on non-

payment of rent, a landlord could still exercise a right of forfeiture 

based on any other grounds by way of peaceable re-entry where 

possible or by commencing proceedings for forfeiture of breaches 

other than for non-payment of rent or other sums due under a 

lease. However a landlord needs to be careful to ensure that force is 

not used against anyone present in the premises, that any eviction 

is carried out lawfully and that the correct procedure in terms of 

the service of a notice on the tenant is followed.

Aimee Hubbard is an Associate in our Dispute Resolution team 

at Sintons. To speak to Aimee about this topical matter, contact her 

on 0191 226 3792 or aimee.hubbard@sintons.co.uk.
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June 2021 – the road 
to recovery?
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The real estate team at Sintons has won praise from Chambers 

and Partners UK Guide 2021 for its “comprehensive” breadth of 

specialism and “impressive” client list.

The team, a specialist in property matters in a host of sectors 

including healthcare, retail, leisure and hospitality, regularly acts in 

transactions of regional and national significance.

It is adept at handling acquisitions and disposals, notes Chambers, 

alongside real estate finance matters.

Agricultural and rural is another area of expertise for the team, with 

its capability for handling matters on behalf of farmers, landowners 

and rural businesses highlighted.

Chambers highlights is strong reputation and its “well organised, 

genuine and very diligent” approach. 

Mark Dobbin, head of real estate, is praised for his work in a wide 

range of real estate work and is hailed as a “particularly gifted 

negotiator…he is a brilliant and highly effective problem solver”.

Partner Paul Liddle is also singled out, winning praise for his deep 

experience, particularly in the fields of acquisition and sale of 

residential developments and in the energy sector.

Head of agriculture and estates Tom Wills is also highlighted for his 

work in leading Sintons’ rural specialism, with Chambers citing that 

he is “very knowledgeable about his subject and gave sound advice 

in a timely manner”.

Christopher Welch, managing partner of Sintons, said: “We are well 

known for our expertise in real estate matters, and are proud to 

be the advisor of choice to clients nationally in this specialist field. 

We have huge experience in the team which enables us to handle 

the most complex and multi-faceted of matters in an efficient and 

timely manner, and we are regarded in the highest terms for doing 

so.
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Mark is a Partner and heads up our Real 
Estate department. He has extensive 
experience acting as lead lawyer for 
developers, investors and financial 
institutions.

Tom is a Partner and Head of the 
Agriculture and Estates department and 
has a detailed knowledge of Agricultural 
Holdings, Rural Business, Commercial 
Real Estate, Renewables Projects and 
Mines and Minerals.

Victoria is a Partner in our Real Estate 
Department specialising in public sector 
work. Her experience includes advising 
healthcare professionals, NHS bodies, 
Foundation Trusts and developers. 

Laura is a Partner in the real estate team 
and head of the faith based institutions 
team at Sintons. Her clients include 
many churches, charities, companies, 
trusts, property investors, institutional 
lenders and private individuals.

Paul is a Partner in the Real Estate 
department. He acts for major real estate 
owners on a wide range of major, high 
profile developments and investment 
projects.

Alok is a Partner in the Real Estate 
department. Alok deals predominantly 
with transactional-related property 
matters including acquisition, disposal 
and financing of commercial real estate.

Mark Dobbin
Partner
t: 0191 226 7876
e: mark.dobbin@sintons.co.uk

Tom Wills
Partner
t: 0191 226 3796
e: tom.wills@sintons.co.uk

Victoria Armstrong
Partner
t: 0191 226 7858
e: victoria.armstrong@sintons.co.uk

Laura Peace 
Partner
t: 0191 226 7832
e: laura.peace@sintons.co.uk

Paul Liddle
Partner
t: 0191 226 7891
e: paul.liddle@sintons.co.uk

Alok Loomba
Partner
t: 0191 226 7843
e: alok.loomba@sintons.co.uk

David Ferguson is a Partner in our 
Real Estate Team. David advises on a 
wide range of property matters, with a 
particular focus on Real Estate finance.

Alex Rayner is a Partner and head of 
the Construction and Engineering 
department. He advises clients on all 
things construction, both contentious 
and non-contentious.

David Ferguson
Partner
t: 0191 226 3693
e: david.ferguson@sintons.co.uk

Alex Rayner
Partner
t: 0191 226 7908
e: alex.rayner@sintons.co.uk
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